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Talking with Tony

IT'S PROJECT TIME AT THE DOVE!
What an exciting month this is going to be! Not only will
we celebrate America, but we will also begin the green
surround improvement project you have been hearing
about. One thing we do need to clarify however,
logistically we may not be able to complete the holes in
order as originally thought and therefore we appreciate
your understanding as we make these improvements for
you.
So, what exactly is the plan, you ask? Earl will go into
more detail in his section of the newsletter, however if
you look at this aerial photo of #2 green, you will see an
example of how we are looking at each green. This image
shows a rough guideline as to the area to be re-sodded;
the actual lines will be determined in the field. Each green
will be looked at from both a visual and playability
perspective to have minimal effect once each green
reopens. We hope you like it and thank you for reading
this month's newsletter.
Good Golfing!

Save the Date
August 10th at 1pm

ITALIAN STREET FESTIVAL
It’s Summertime and we are celebrating with a
multitude of new menu items!
SEARED PACIFIC COD, BLACK CHERRY PORK CHOPS
AND SEASONAL VEGETABLE PASTA

Fun and Food and of course, Wine! Bring the entire
family and enjoy all the festival events including Classic
Car Show, Arts and Crafts and Live Musical
Entertainment! Be on the look out for our flyer, coming

These are just a few new items on our Summer 2 for
$39 menu. Every Thursday in the Canyon Grille. See
you then!

soon. If you would like to register a classic car, email
kellykruse@dovecanyongc.com
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THEME NIGHT DINNERS
Be sure to join us for our special themed dinners for the month of July
PASTA NIGHT JULY 14TH & JULY 28TH

PRIME RIB NIGHT JULY 21ST

HAWAIIAN LUAU JULY 26TH

JUNE RECAP
THE 2019 MGA
DOVE TOURNAMENT

New Members
The Howell Family
Mr. Ryan Kataoka
Mr. Jonathan Safa
The Mobasseri Family
The Hyden Family
The Liu Family
The Dannemeyer Family
The Holloway Family
The Bastian Family

AMERICA THE BEAUTIFUL
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COUPLES' NINE & DINE
JUNE 14TH
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29th Annual MGA Member-Guest
May 30th - June 1st

To kick off our summer for the
Couples Golf Association, we held
our first "Nine & Dine" event on June
14th.
This fun filled event started at
5:00 PM, everyone played 9 holes and
enjoyed dinner afterwards.

Gross Winners
Ola Strandqvist & Dylan Smith

Net Winners
Jon & Tony Sigman

Be sure to sign up for the next "Nacho Mamas” - Nine & Dine
on July 19th with the Pro Shop!!

Winners!
Cathy and Mark Downing

HOLE IN ONE CLUB

CONGRATULATIONS
to
JIM WOLD
and
PAT DOUGLASS
for their
Holes In One
in June!
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Golf Course Superintendent - Earl Kennel GCSAA

EXCITEMENT IN THE AIR!
As we head into the greens surround project,
I can really only feel excitement and
anticipation to improve the golf course.
Management has committed to two large
projects, one you will notice already if you
normally park in the northwest section of
the parking lot. Currently we are
importing mulch to the back of the 5th
green which will wrap all the way around
to the 6th green. Also the left side of the
2nd hole will receive mulch and wrap
around the back all the way to the 3rd
green.
While the mulch project is going on we
will need to run the surrounds project out
of the maintenance facility and start on the
back nine. On the four and five pars we
will put a temporary green out in front of
the project areas. We will need to close the
three pars when working on them. Our
hope is to do 2 or 3 holes per week. Once
the new sod is put down we will open the
putting surfaces fairly quickly and get
back to normal play. Please be patient
with the construction crew and all the
hustle and bustle. We are making
improvements.

If that's not enough, we will be spraying
out the winter season grasses in the rough
to give the Bermuda base a chance to
spread and overtake. Please take the
opportunity to go and play Bear Creek if
you haven't been there recently. The
roughs surrounding fairways are clean of
winter season grasses and really enhance
the Zen feeling of the golf course as you
make your way around. We will be fairly
aggressive on the Driving Range to
experiment and pick a threshold on how
aggressive we can be on the rest of the golf
course to remove not only the winter
grasses but the kikuyu grass infestation as
well. This is very forward thinking from
management as water prices continue to
increase it is
important to try and
get ahead of the issue.
Bermuda is still King
in Southern California
as it allows good
playability, water
conservation and salt
tolerance with
recycled waters.

all! Along with the commitment to
improving the areas in play, management
has made the decision to improve out of
play areas as well. Recently we've received
the thumbs up on the fire prevention work
to the homes surrounding the golf course.
Dove Canyon is unique in the Steele
Canyon portfolio in that almost every
hole is bordered by natural vegetation
that you might find in the Cleveland
National Forest. When the natural
vegetation bordering the holes receives
summer irrigation it can overgrow and
begin to overtake the golf course. Our goal
is to bring the maintained look that is
currently along the naturally vegetated
homes down to the golf course and
recapture an open and airy feel. Wayward
shots should find their way back on to the
golf course and there will be less and less
of busting through brush looking for your
guest's ball. We've purchased a machine
very similar to the one you've probably
noticed processing the hillside vegetation.
I like to refer to it as “the Blitzer”. You
might not see me on the course for a while
as I lock myself in the machine to make a
big and quick improvement to aesthetics,
playability and the Zen feeling of the
course.

But wait, that's not

Well Wishes to a Good Friend...
I want to personally wish my friend Scott Wasco the best as he moves on to a new adventure in his career. Scott
and I have had more laughs on and off the golf course then most Golf Professionals and Greenkeepers likely
have. I've asked Scott for plenty of advice over the years and he's always given wise and solid input. Scott, if I
can return the favor, hit it straight and play it as it lays. I know you will. Great things to come,
Earl at Dove

